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In today’S eConomy, uptIme Can have as much 

impact on the bottom line as commodity prices. ffat’s 

where the new AGCOMMAND system from AGCO 

Advanced Technology Solutions (ATS) comes into play. 

ffis revolutionary data-recording tool helps manage Teet 

performance and eficiencies; monitor operating costs; 

and reduce the burden of keeping farm records. 

 “ffe full mobility of the system makes AGCOMMAND 

unique to the market, allowing the system to be ffitted to 

virtually any piece of machinery in 

a Teet, regardless of brand,” explains 

Dave Swain, AGCO technology 

marketing specialist. “Once installed, 

the system collects GPS satellite 

location and machine performance 

data every 60 seconds, providing a 

‘near-real-time’ log of activity.” ffis 

data is transferred via a GPRS mobile 

phone network to a Web site where it 

can be accessed through any computer 

or Internet-capable cell phone. 

 “One of the most immediate 

beneffits of the AGCOMMAND system 

is that it allows a farm manager to see 

where machines are and what they 

are doing—whether they’re working, 

stopped or in transit,” says Swain. 

“A farm manager can then use that 

information to spot bottlenecks, such as a harvester that 

spends too much time waiting on trucks.” 

AGCOMMAND makes routine maintenance easier to 

plan and track, too, since the system logs service intervals 

like Tuid and ffilter changes and sends an alert when 

due. Data, which includes technical issues, can also be 

transferred directly to your dealer for faster response. 

It’s little wonder some AGCOMMAND users have already 

reported savings of several hundred dollars per day.

AGCO parts
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More Parts, Less Time /// AGCO 

dealers across Western Canada now have access to 

more parts and sooner, thanks to the transition of 

AGCO Parts’ Regina, Saskatchewan, location to a full-

service Parts Distribution Center.

Recently, the center doubled its parts inventory for all 

AGCO brands, stocking more than $8 million in supplies. 

According to Darrell Vander Bloomen, director of supply 

chain for the AGCO Parts Division, the expansion is in 

response to dealer needs in Western Canada, including 

reducing border crossing delays and wait time for parts that 

weren’t currently in stock.

“We’ve had great response from our dealers in Western Canada, who tell us they appreciate AGCO’s commitment to 

providing full parts support for their dealerships,” says Vander Bloomen. “We put a lot of planning into making this a valuable 

resource for our friends in Western Canada.

“Western Canada continues to be an important market for AGCO, and the new full-service parts distribution center will 

streamline everything from service and response to delivery,” adds Vander Bloomen, who notes that his team finished the 

project ahead of its deadline.
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